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Abstract 
Nonterminating rewrite relations have recently been studied in order to set a framework 
within which infinite terms can be seen as limits of infinite converging derivations. 
Results about the existence of infinite normal forms have been given only for orthogonal term 
rewriting systems, namely left-linear and nonoverlapping systems. In this paper we show that 
some of those results can be extended to a particular class of nonorthogonal term rewriting 
systems. We deal with systems in which the nonterminating rules are unfolding rules that model 
the operational semantics of a recursive operator. The left-linearity requirement is replaced by 
a retraction property of the supporting term algebra, that allows the definition of a rewrite 
relation modulo a congruence relation induced on the set of terms by the unfolding rules. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, a great amount of work has been dedicated to the study of nonterminat- 
ing rewrite relations [6,7,14,15]. These attempts have the merit of shedding light on 
the nature of nonterminating relations, thus permitting to extend the rewriting setting 
to a number of interesting equational theories. 
In [6,14,15] results about the existence of infinite normal forms have been given 
only for orthogonal term rewriting systems, namely left-linear and nonoverlapping 
systems. In this paper we show that some of those results can be extended to 
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a particular class of nonorthogonal term rewriting systems. We deal with systems in 
which the nonterminating rules are unfolding rules that model the operational seman- 
tics of a recursive operator. The left-linearity requirement is replaced by a retraction 
property of the supporting term algebra, that allows the definition of a rewrite relation 
modulo a congruence relation induced on the set of terms by the unfolding rules. With 
these two assumptions we are still restricted to consider, as in [6], only a subset of 
infinite derivations, i.e. fair derivations. Actually, in order to guarantee that the limit 
of a fair derivation is an o-normal form, we need to consider a peculiar kind of fair 
derivations, i.e. structured fair derivations. We then focus on those term rewriting 
systems which allow any o-normal form to be computed by a structured fair 
derivation, i.e. uniform systems. The o-confluence of uniform systems can be proved 
by properly constraining the possible interaction between the nonterminating rules 
and the remaining rules. In this respect he notions of independence, preservation and 
invariance on the rewrite rules are introduced. These notions replace and weaken the 
nonoverlapping requirement of the rewrite systems in [6]. 
This approach has been used in [ 1 l] to prove the existence of infinite normal forms 
for recursive (finite state) CCS expressions [ 161 with respect o a correct and complete 
axiomatization for the observational congruence given by Milner [17]. In fact, our 
interest in nonterminating nonlinear term rewriting systems comes from the experi- 
ence we have made by developing verification techniques for the CCS language based 
on term rewriting [4, lo]. In that framework it results that the axiomatic characteriza- 
tions of the various behavioural equivalences contain nonleft-linear rules. On the 
other hand, nontermination arises as soon as one wants to consider recursive 
processes. 
2. Basic definitions 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of term rewriting 
systems. We summarize the most relevant definitions below, and refer to [5,6] for 
more details. 
Let 9 = u” 9, be a set of function symbols, where .F,, is the set of symbols of arity 
n. Let F denote the set F(F”, 9) of (finite, first order) terms with function symbols 
9 and variables $. An equational theory is any set E = {(s, t) 1 s, t E S }. Elements (s, t) 
are called equations and written s = t. Let -a be the smallest symmetric relation that 
contains E and is closed under monotonicity and substitution. Let =E be the 
reflexive-transitive closure of -E. 
A term rewriting system (TRS) or rewrite system R is any set { (li , ri) 1 Ii, ri E .F, Ii +A X, 
-Irar(ri) c VUr(li)}. The pairs (liyri) are called rewrite rules and written Ii + ri. The 
rewrite relation hR over 9 is defined as the smallest relation containing R that is 
closed under monotonicity and substitution. A term t rewrites to a term s, written 
t -‘R s, if there exists a rule 1+ r in R, a substitution c and a subterm t I”, called redex, at 
the position u such that t 1” = lo and s = t [r-a]“. A term t is said to overlap a term t’ 
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if t unifies with a nonvariable subterm oft’ (after renaming the variables in t so as not 
to conflict with those in 6). A TRS R is nonouerlapping if no left-hand side overlaps 
another (or itself at a proper subterm). A TRS R is left-linear if the left-hand side of 
each rule in R has at most one occurrence of any variable. A TRS R is orthogonal if it is 
nonoverlapping and left-linear. We use 1 R 1 to denote the maximum depth of a left- 
hand side of a TRS R. 
Let f ,5 , and A, denote the transitive, reflexive-transitive and reflexive-symmet- 
ric-transitive closure of -+ , respectively. A TRS R is terminating if there is no infinite 
sequence t1 -*R t2 ‘R . . . of rewrite steps in R. A TRS R is conjluent if whenever 
sR G t AR q, there exists a term t’ such that s & t’ RG q, and R is locally co&ent if 
whenever s R c t dR q, there exists a term t’ such that s AR t’ R G q. A term t is in 
R-normal form if there is no term s such that t ‘R s. A term s is an R-normalform oft if 
t AR s and s is in R-normal form, in this case we write t hR s. A TRS R is canonical if it 
is terminating and confluent. 
An equational TRS is a tuple (R, E), where R is a TRS and E is an equational theory. 
The rewrite relation modulo E, written +R,e, is defined as =E 0 +R 0 =E, where 
0 denotes composition of relations. This means that t +RIEs if t =E t’[la]” and 
t’[ra]. =E s for some context t’, position u in t’, rule I+ r in R and substitution C. 
A TRS R is conjuent module E if whenever s R/E L t sRIE q, there exist t’, t” such that 
s &/Et’ =EtNR,Ez 4, and R is locally conjluent module E if whenever 
SRIE + t +R/Eq, there exist t’, t” such that s GR,E t’ =E t”R,EG 4. In order to apply 
a rewrite step in ‘R/E, E-equivalence must be decidable, and R/E-normal forms must 
be effectively computable. In general, due to efficiency reasons, a weaker relation 
+E\R, called E-extended rewrite relation in [5], is used, which replaces rewriting in 
E-equivalence classes with E-matching. The definition of a rewrite step is as follows: 
t ‘E\R s if t 1” =E lo and s = t[rolU for some rule I+ r in R, position u in t, and 
substitution rr. Thus, extended rewriting avoids the need to compute E-congruence 
classes by requiring instead an E-matching algorithm. However, the two rewriting 
approaches are not equivalent. Extended rewriting is in fact weaker than class 
rewriting: given a term t, the congruence class approach applies the E-equivalence to 
the whole term t, while rewriting with E-matching applies it to the redex tl, only. The 
notion of coherence allows one to prove that an extended rewriting relation is 
confluent-if and only if the relation is locally coherent modulo E with both R and 
E C51. 
Let F OD denote the set Sm(9, X) of finite and infinite terms with function symbols 
9 and variables 57. It is possible to form a complete ultra-metric space on F* by 
defining a notion of distance d between two terms s, t such that d(s, t) = l/2”@*‘), where 
D(S, t) is the smallest depth of a symbol occurrence at which terms s and t differ, with 
the convention that d(t, t) = 0. 
Given a TRS R, it is straightforward to extend +R over 9”. Let + be a (possibly 
nonterminating) rewrite relation. A term t (w-)rewrites to t’, written t + “t’, if t G t’ 
or if there exists an infinite derivation t = t,, + tI + *-. + t,+ .-- such that lim,,, t. = t’. 
The relation + is o-converging if for every infinite derivation to + tl + . . . + t, + . . . , 
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the limit lim n_m t, exists. The relation + is top-terminating if there are no infinite 
derivations with infinitely many rewrites at the topmost position. The following result 
holds of any rewrite system, no left-linearity requirement is needed. 
Proposition 1 (Dershowitz et al. [6, Proposition 5.11). ZfR is a top-terminating TRS, 
then R is o-converging. 
The relation + is o-conjluent if whenever s w c t + w q, there exists a term t’ such 
that s + o t’ o + q. A term t’ is an w-normal form of t if t --) *t’ and t’ + t” only if 
t” = t’. Thus, an o-normal form need not be irreducible. The relation + is w- 
normalizing if every term in F admits an o-normal form in F-“. The relation C$ 
denotes the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of + @‘. 
A derivation to + tl + ... + t, -+ -.. is fair if whenever there is a rule E-P r and 
a position u such that, for all n past some N, the subterm t,l, is a redex for I-+ r, then 
(at least) one of the rewrite steps t, + t,+ 1 (n 3 N) is an application of I+ r at u. Thus, 
a fair derivation guarantees that a redex does not persist forever. 
3. Nonleft-linear rewrite systems 
Our aim is to extend part of the theory defined in [6] to cope with nonorthogonal 
rewrite systems. Before introducing the particular class of nonleft-linear systems we 
deal with, let us discuss the main problems we have to face when managing nonleft- 
linear rules. 
In [6] o-converging left-linear rewrite systems have been shown to be o-normaliz- 
ing by resorting to the fact that fair derivations compute o-normal forms at the limit. 
Without left-linearity this result does not hold any more. 
Example 1. Given the TRS T = R u S, where 
R f(x, X) + c, s c+s(a), 
b -, g(b), 
we have the following derivation: 
f(a,b)+~_&M,b) -Tf(&),g(b)) +T a.. -; f(s”,s”). 
This derivation is fair, but its limit is not an o-normal form. In fact, the limit can be 
rewritteninto a different term by the nonleft-linear ule in R, which can be applied 
only when the two arguments of the functionf become equal at the limit. 
When rewriting with nonleft-linear rules, two (or more) subterms have to be 
checked for equality. In the above example, the terms a and b can be considered to be 
equal since they denote the same infinite term gw. To prevent the above situation, we 
would like to be able to recognize those terms which denote the same infinite data 
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structure before the limit, so that nonleft-linear ules can be applied before the limit, 
i.e. in a finite number of steps. The following notions characterize a class of nonleft- 
linear rewrite systems for which this is possible. 
Definition 1 (Unfolding). An unfolding is an equation G = H[G], where G is a non- 
variable subterm of ti in the context H[ ] = f(ti, . . . . tk) for some f E %k, 
k>l,l<i<k. 
Definition 2 (Unfolding rule). Given an unfolding G = H [G], the nonterminating rule 
G + H[G] is an unfolding rule. 
Example 2. The following rules are unfolding rules: 
f’(x) + d(f’(x)). 
Definition 3 (Retraction). Let S be a set of unfolding rules over %-. Let =c be the 
congruence relation defined as follows: for any two terms tl, t2 E F, tl =c t2 if and 
only if there exists a term t’ E F m such that ti + y t’ i c t2. ~9 is retractile by S if =c is 
decidable. 
The retraction property means that it is possible to decide whether two terms 
rewrite via +s into the same unfolded term in J O- * Note that not all sets of unfolding . 
rules allow the definition of a decidable congruence relation =c. For instance, take 
the first unfolding rule of Example 2. It is easy to check that this rule defines an 
algebraic tree [2], and it is well known that the equality problem for algebraic trees is 
undecidable. On the contrary, the equality problem for regular trees, i.e. trees whose 
set of subtrees is finite, is decidable. Regular trees can also be characterized through 
sets of (recursive) regular equations. 
Definition 4 (System of regular equations) (Courcelle [2]). A system of regular equa- 
tions is a finite system of the form S = (x1 = tr, . . . . x, = t,), where xi, . . . . x, are the 
unknowns and t 1, . . ., t, are either constant functions in %e or terms f(xi,, . . ., Xi,J for 
f E %k, k > 1 and xi,, *.-,xir E (~1, . . . . x,}. 
When unfolding rules define regular trees, for any term t it is possible to single out 
a unique (finite) canonical representative, C(t) E %-, of the class of those terms which 
rewrite to the same unfolded term in % m. Results exist that allow us to compute such 
a canonical representative, .g. [3]. Thus, the congruence =c over % is decidable, i.e. 
for any two terms cl, tz, tl =ctz if and only if C(t,) = C(t,). This means that our 
notion of retraction actually permits coping with a reasonably interesting class of 
infinite rewrite systems. For a more detailed treatment of the correspondence among 
recursive terms, unfolding rules and regular trees the reader is referred to [ 
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Definition 5 ( -+ =,). Let T = R v S be a TRS defined over a retractile Y by S equip- 
ped with =c, such that R is a terminating TRS and S consists of unfolding rules. The 
rewrite relation -+, is defined as follows: t -+, s if 
(i) there exists a rule 1 -+ r in T, a substitution (T and a subterm t1” at the position u, 
such that tl, =cla, and 
(ii) tl, and la have the same top function symbol. 
Then s = t[ra],,. 
Condition (i) is the extended rewrite relation, with respect o the congruence =,-, as 
defined in [S]. Condition (ii) on -+ T, restricts the applicability of the rewrite relation in 
order to ensure that top-terminating rewritings in -+ T, exist. In-fact, with condition (i) 
only, any top-terminating unfolding rule in S would give rise to nontop-terminating 
rewritings in -+T,. Condition (ii) expresses the fact that a rewriting step in +T, can be 
done only if the given redex has the same top level context of the left-hand side of the 
unfolding rule. This guarantees that, if the unfolding rule is top-terminating in +T, 
then it is top-terminating in dT, as well. 
Example 3. Given the TRS T = R u S, where 
R h(x, e) + x, 
h(x,x) + x, 
S f(x) + df(x)). 
R is a terminating TRS and S contains only one unfolding rule. In this case, the 
congruence =c is trivially defined by the unfoldingf(x) = g(f(x)) and can be decided 
by collapsing the terms g”(f(t)), for all n 2 1 and t E Y, to a canonical representative 
fit’) for some t’ E LT. Consequently, the canonical representative of all other terms 
can be obtained. Note that it easily happens that the congruence =c is not provable 
by applying a finite number of unfolding steps. For example, let us consider 
T = R v S’, where S’ is as follows: 
S’ 91 + g(4h(g,,b)), 
92 + 4Gg2)~ b) 
and the terms t1 = g1 and t2 = g(a, g2). In this case, t1 =c t2, since they have the same 
canonical system of regular equations, but there is no term t’ E 9 such that 
t1 & trs & t2. The same applies in Example 1 when considering, for instance, the 
terms t1 = a and t2 = b. 
The following result states the relationship between the usual rewrite relation 
‘T and the newly defined +T,, thus showing that the above definition properly 
simulates the rewriting capabilities of -+. 
Lemma 1. The rewrite relation +T, is such that: 
(i) ift +Ts then t+T,s; 
(ii) if t +T,s and t +TS, then t&s. 
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Proof. The clause (ii) derives straightforwardly from the definitions of +r, and of 
=c. In fact, t +r, s implies that there exists a rule I + I in T, a substitution (T and 
a subterm tl, at the position u, such that tl, =c la. By definition of =c there exists 
a term t’ such that t Iu + J t’it la. Therefore, t+;t[t’lUtt t[la].+rt[rrr],, = s, i.e. 
t&r& 0 
Let us denote the application of rules only in R and S with +a, and -SC, 
respectively. Note that the application of ‘& might depend on rewriting by *SC. In 
other words, it might be necessary to rewrite a term t by an unfolding rule G + H[G] 
in order to obtain redexes for +& that arise in t by replacing G with H[G] (see 
Section 7 for an example). Note also that +s, cannot be replaced by *s because we 
have no hypothesis of left-linearity on S. 
We conclude this section by briefly discussing similarities and differences between 
the relation ‘r, and the congruence class approach to rewriting [S]. Class rewriting 
has been introduced to deal with equational rewrite systems (R, S), where S is a set of 
equations that, once turned into rules, lead to nontermination. As recalled in Section 
2, rewriting a term t in +a,s means to rewrite an equivalent erm in the S-congruence 
class of t. We do not want to define + r, as ChSS EWriting, SinCe this impkS the 
generation or computation of the congruence class of a term, which might be infinite 
or too large. We are instead using C-matching (as defined by condition (i) in 
Definition 5), so what we require is the decidability of the equivalence =c only. In this 
respect, the definition of +r, is similar to the S-matching technique in extended 
rewriting [S]. The difference is that we also allow rewriting with the unfolding rules in 
S, namely we use +s too. This is the reason why we do not need notions like 
coherence in order to guarantee the equivalence between rewriting with S-matching 
and rewriting with congruence classes. Since we do not eliminate rewriting with the 
rules in S, when we check for confluence (Section 5), we need to consider the 
overlapping involving the rules from S explicitly, i.e. we check for local coherence too. 
4. Infinite normal forms 
In this section we prove the existence of w-normal forms for the above characterized 
rewrite systems. The first result we have to show is that fair derivations are the only 
derivations we have to look at. In particular, the o-normal form of any term can be 
computed as the limit of a fair derivation. The converse holds only for a specific 
subclass of fair derivations, structured erivations, i.e. the limit of a structured fair 
derivation is an o-normal form. Both results have been shown for fair derivations in 
[6] under the additional hypothesis of left-linearity of the rewrite system. We derive 
similar results about (structured) fair derivations and o-normal forms by replacing the 
left-linearity hypothesis with the retraction condition on the supporting algebra 9. 
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In the following definitions and propositions, when not explicitly stated, it is 
assumed to deal with the rewrite relation -+,, and the further hypothesis of top- 
termination. Note that top-termination implies that -+T, is o-converging by Proposi- 
tion 1 (Section 2). 
Proposition 2. Given the rewrite relation +T,, if a term to E F admits an o-normal 
form t’ E Fm”, then there exists a fair derivation t, +,., t1 -+,... +T, t, +r,... with 
lim n-m t, = t’. 
Proof. The proof carries on similarly to Theorem 4.3 in [6]. Given a nonfair deriva- 
tion with an o-normal form as the limit, by definition of -+, it is possible to build 
a fair derivation with the same limit. SUppOSe that D : to ‘T, tl +T,“’ 
+T, &a +T,“’ +y, t’ and t’ is an w-normal form. If the derivation D is not fair, then for 
some index N ‘, position u and rule r in ‘T,) the rule must be continually applicable at 
u in the subderivation (tn), a N ,, though not actually applied. Let N > N’ be an index 
such that for all n 2 N, we have d(t,, t’) d l/2 ~“~+~R~+~R~. Let t; denote the result of 
applying r to t, at u. On account of the low positions of reductions, any changes 
incurred by the steps past N take place in the variable part of r. The situation is the 
following: 
D: t,, *T,tl +T,“’ +TctN -+T,tN+l +T,“’ -6, t’ 
IT lr lr 
G G+1 t’ 
Since the derivation is nonfair by hypothesis, the rule r is continually applicable at 
u on t, for n > N, though not actually applied. The same rule also applies to t’, but 
since t’ is an m-normal form, it must be that the result of rewriting t’ is t’ itself. In order 
to build a fair derivation from D, we have to mimic D by applying the rule r and then 
linking the terms in the subderivation (t:)” p N with rewrite steps t; G T, t: + 1, n 2 N. In 
this way we build a derivation in + T, which, due to the top-termination hypothesis, is 
o-converging by Proposition 1. Therefore, we have only to guarantee that the limit is 
reached in a fair way. Let r’ be the rule in +r, such that tN +*. tN+ 1 in D, and consider 
the following cases based on the (non)left-linearity of the rules r, r’. 
(i) If r, r’ are both left-linear, see Theorem 4.3 in 163. 
(ii) If r is nonleft-linear and r’ is left-linear, it is always possible to rewrite 
l 
t; + T, tA+ 1 and close the diagram, since r’ is left-linear and independent of the changes 
due to the application of r. 
(iii) The interesting cases are when r’ is nonleft-linear, independently of the 
(non)left-linearity of r. Nonleft-linearity means that the application of a rule requires 
the equality of (at least) two subterms. The application of r from tN to th may destroy 
the redex for r’, by rewriting the equal subterms into different ones and thus resulting 
in the impossibility to rewrite tk into tk+ 1 . Given the rewrite relation +T,, the rule 
r can either be an unfolding rule or a terminating rule which modifies the infinite 
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structure of t, (n 2 N) in a conservative way, like f(x) + x applied to the finite 
approximations of the infinite termf(f(f(...(. ..). . .))) (otherwise the result of rewrit- 
ing t’ with r would not be t’ itself). The possible changes introduced by r in t; are taken 
into account when rewriting in -+, modulo =c. Thus, it is always possible to close 
the diagram from t; to tA+l with &., (n 2 N) and the derivation from tN can be 
mimicked by a derivation issuing from th: 
D: to +T, tl -+T,“’ -+,tN +T,tN+l +T,“’ +, t’ 
lr lr lr 
tk ;T,t;V+l -GT,... + WT,t’ 
Since the same reductions are essentially applied to the terms in the subderivation 
%)n>N, the distance d(tA, t’) 6 l/2’“’ for all n > N and, moreover, lim,,, t; = t’. This 
process may be repeated starting from some &(n’ > N) such that d(tA., t’) < l/21U1+1 
to obtain a fair derivation with t’ as the limit. 0 
In general, the limit of a fair derivation need not be an o-normal form. 
Example 4. Let us consider the TRS T = R u S, where 
R h(x, e) + x, S fk g(u, c)) + g(uLf(Gg(u~ c))), 
0,.4-+x, fk h(g(u, c), 4) + ~(g(uJ-(c, h(g(u, c), x))), 4 
and the term t = h(f(c, g(u, c)),f(c, h(g(u, c), e))). It is easy to check that t admits the 
following derivation: 
W(c,s(4 c))J(c, Ma, 44)) 
+T, W(c, s(6 c)), WaJ(c, Wa, 4 e))), 4) 
+Tch(f(c~d~~c))~ h(s(u,h(s(u,f(c,h(s(u,c),e))),e)))) 
-bTe... 
-G, &a, s(4 . . .I), da, 9 (4 * * .I)). 
This derivation is fair, since every redex h(g(u,f(c, h(g(u, c), e))), e), which is created at 
each application of the second unfolding rule in S, will eventually be reduced by the 
first rule in R, and the redex h(g(u,c),e) is moved to a deeper position whenever the 
redex f(c, h(g(u, c), e)) is rewritten via +s,. However, the limit is not an o-normal 
form. 
Let us now introduce the notion of structured derivation. 
Definition 6 (Structured derivation). Given T = R u S, the rewrite relation +T, and 
a term to e 5, a derivation to ‘T, tl -+,” ‘T, t, ‘T,‘v’ over F is structured if there 
exists an index N such that, for all II > N, it can only be t, +s, t,+ 1. 
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Thus, for any structured derivation it is possible to single out an index N which 
splits the infinite derivation into a finite subderivation (t,), <N in which dT, is applied, 
and an infinite subderivation (t,,), a N in which only -+s, can be applied. 
The limit of a structured fair derivation is an w-normal form. 
Proposition 3. Given the rewrite relation -)T, and a term to E F, let to -+, t, -+=,... 
+Tc h +S,“‘- be a structured fair derivation for some N 2 0, with lim,,, t, = t’. Then t’ 
is an to-normal form of to. 
Proof. Let D: to -+, tl -+,“’ +Te tN -‘&” +s”, t’ be a structured fair derivation for 
some N 2 0 with lim n+m t, = t’. By contradiction, suppose that t’ is not an o-normal 
form of to. Since D is fair and structured, that is no reduction in +R, exists after 
a certain finite number of reduction steps, it can happen that a reduction becomes 
possible only when the limit is reached. This means that t’ can be rewritten at an 
infinite redex by a nonleft-linear ule r in T, whose application was never possible on 
any of the finite terms in the subderivation (tn), a N. Therefore, the application of 
r requires the equivalence of syntactically different subexpressions s’, s” which denote 
the same infinite term, i.e. s’ “es”. Since rules in T are applied modulo =c by 
definition of -)TC, the rule r is continually applicable in the subderivation (t,,)” a N, thus 
contradicting the structured fairness of D. q 
In general, there is no guarantee that an o-normal form can be computed by 
a structured fair derivation. 
Example 5. Given the TRS T = R u S, where 
R s(a,&,x))+ s(a,x) 
S f(g(c, s(a, 4)) + g(e, &k&k s(a, x))))), 
the w-normal form of the term t = f (g(c, g(a, b))) cannot be reached with a structured 
fair derivation, because very fair derivation from t is such that each rewrite step by 
+sC (other than the first one) generates a redex for -Pi,: 
f (gk g(a, b))) -+s,g(c, g(a,f (gk g(al b))))) 
-+,g(c,g(a,g(c~g(a,f(gkg(a~b))))))) 
--+,g(c,g(a,g(a,f (g(c,g(a,b)))))) 
‘& . , . 
Let us restrict to those rewrite systems which admit structured fair derivations. 
Definition 7 (Uniformity). A TRS T = R u S is uniform if any term t E F admits 
a structured fair derivation in +T,. 
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Corollary 1 (Existence of w-normal forms). If a TRS T = R u S is o-converging and 
uniform, then hT, is o-normalizing. 
5. Uniqueness of normal forms 
We now introduce some requirements on the rewrite relation +r,, which allow us 
to guarantee its o-confluence with respect o (structured) fair derivations. 
Our interest in uniform rewrite systems is twofold. First, the proof of o-confluence 
of an infinite rewrite relation can be factorized in two steps: (i) to prove confluence for 
-+, restricted to the finite subderivations, thus retrieving all the results valid for 
terminating rewrite relations, e.g. local confluence; (ii) to prove o-confluence only for 
+s,. Second, given a uniform rewrite system, it is in general possible to determine 
a bound N on the number of the rewrite steps of a fair derivation, which guarantees 
that a finite representation of the o-normal form has been reached. In case of 
o-confluent uniform systems, this provides a procedure for deciding the equivalence 
of two terms by computing a finite representation of their w-normal forms. 
In order to show the o-confluence of +r, with respect o structured erivations, ome 
additional requirements on the nature of R and S have to be stated. Let us again remind 
that in the following definitions and propositions, when not explicitly stated, it is assumed 
to deal with the rewrite relation +rC, and the further hypothesis of top-termination. 
Lemma 2. Let a TRS T = R v S be dejined over a retractile F equipped with =c. Then 
+s, is locally conjluent. 
Proof. We have to show that whenever t’ SC+ t -+, t” at positions u and u’, respect- 
ively, then there exists a term q such that t’ ~s,qs,~ t”. If t Iu and t 1”. are disjoint 
redexes, it is straightforward. Let us consider the case in which the redex t Iu contains 
the redex tl,,. Let tlu = Gi[GjC’],*a, by definition of +sCr it is easy to see that it is 
always possible to reduce the terms t’ and t” to a common term q. In fact, 
t’ = Gi[Hj[Gj]o’],,o =CG;[G~C+]~*C, therefore on t’l,,, it is still applicable the same 
reduction as for t 1”. In this way, by rewriting in +s, we obtain the term q to which 
both t’ and t” converge. Thus, +s, is locally confluent. 0 
Definition 8 (Independence). Given R = {Ii + ri I 1 < i < n} and S = {Gj + Hj[Gj] I 
1 Gj G m}, then R and S are independent if Ii and Gj do not overlap, 1 < i < n and 
ldjdm. 
Example 6. In the TRS T = R u S, where 
R s(c)+ b, S f (g(4) -f (f (g(x))), 
R and S are not independent. It is easy to verify that the term f (g(a)), for example, 
admits an infinite number of fair derivations leading to different o-normal forms. 
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Proposition 4. Let T = R u S, where R = {li + ri ( 1 6 i < n} and S = { Gj + Hj[Gj] ) 
1 <j < m> such that R is canonical. If R and S are independent, then +T, is locally 
conj7uent. 
Proof. We have to show that whenever t’ T,+ t +T, t” at positions u and u’, respec- 
tively, then there exists a term 4 such that t’ GT,q T,z t”. Since R is canonical and 
+s, is locally confluent by Lemma 2, we have only to consider the following cases: 
(i) t’ Rc+ t +R, t” such that one or both rewritings are not possible via +R only. 
Suppose that t +R t’, and t -+R, t” is the rewrite step using the rule I+ r not possible 
via +R only. This means that t 1”) =c la for some substitution 6, and there exist one or 
more subterms in tl,, which are C-equivalent to instances of the left-hand sides of the 
unfolding rules. In this case, there exists a term s such that s =c t, dR+ s +R s” for 
some s‘, s”, and s’ =c t’, t” =c s”. The confluence of s’ and S” to a common term follows 
from the canonicity hypothesis of R, and this implies the confluence of t’ and t” to 
a common term by definition of ‘T,. 
The terms s,s’,s” can be determined as follows. If tl, and tl,, are disjoint redexes, 
take s = t[lolU,, s’ = t’[lalUz and s” = t”. Let us consider the case in which the redex 
t III contains the redex t I=.. Since R and S are independent, both t lil. and t Iv can contain 
one or more instances of the left-hand sides of unfolding rules, which can only 
instantiate the variables of the left-hand side of the rule 1 -+R r. If the rule is nonleft- 
linear, the occurrences of the nonleft-linear variable in 1 are instantiated with different 
terms which denote the same infinite term. Let x be the (possibly nonleft-linear) 
variable and t 1, . . . , tk be its instances appearing in the term t. In this case it is sufficient 
to take as s the term obtained from t by thoroughly instantiating the variable x with 
tj for some j, 1 < j < k. Due to independence, the same reduction as in t ‘R t’ is still 
possible from s to s’ = t’[laJ,, =c t’, while s” = t”. 
Analogous reasoning holds both for the case in which tl,, contains tl,, and for 
proving the local confluence of +T, when both rewritings in the peak t’ &+ t +& t” 
are not possible via +R only. In this case, the terms s, s’, s# can be obtained in a similar 
way by composing the two substitutions corresponding to the two rewrite steps. 
(ii) t can be rewritten via +& and -$. This case splits into the following subcases: 
(a) tl, and tl,, are disjoint redexes. Straightforward. 
(b) The redex t Iu contains the redex t Ius. Note that, since R and S are independent, 
the redex tl,, can only be an instance of a variable x of the left-hand side of the rule 
that rewrites tl,. Let us first consider the situation in which a redex for +& contains 
a redex for +s,: 
t[lia’[X c Gjo]] 
IS, 1 RC 
t[lia’CX+ (ffjCGjl)~ll t[rio’[X t tj]], where tj =c Gjo 
1 RC * Is, 
t[riO’[X + t;‘]] t[riCT’[X + tj]] 
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where tJ’ =c(Hj[Gj])a, tj =c tj and t;’ =c tj. Note that the last rewriting on the right is 
by &, because the right-hand side of the rule Ii + ri that-rewrites t 1. may contain the 
variable x in zero, one or more occurrences. 
On the other hand, if a redex tl, for -+s, contains a redex tl,, for ‘&, tl, is an 
instance Gja for some Gj-, Hj[Gj] and substitution cr and, since R and S are 
independent,  IuI can only occur if o substitutes avariable x of Gj with an instance lie’ 
for some Zr + ri in R and substitution cr’. The following diagram shows how local 
confluence can be obtained: 
t[GjO[X + ZiO’]] 
1 SC 1 RC 
tC(HjCGjl)~Cx + ~i~‘ll t[Gja[x + rio’]] 
+JR, 1 SC 
tC(ffjCGjl)~Cx+ rig’11 
The last rewriting on the left is by LR, because Hj[Gj] may contain one or more 
occurrences of the variable x. 0 
Independence is quite a strong condition on the syntactic nature of the rewrite rules. 
It is, anyhow, weaker than the nonoverlapping condition on the whole rewrite system, 
which is required in [6] to guarantee o-confluence in case of nonterminating left- 
linear systems. 
We introduce a notion of preservation between the components R and S of a rewrite 
system T, which guarantees that a reduction by R on a finite term denoting an infinite 
data structure cannot destroy its infinite nature. Thus, if a reduction applies to a term 
denoting an infinite data structure, the term can only be rewritten into a term 
denoting another infinite data structure. The intuition behind the notion of preserva- 
tion can be made clearer by considering the rewrite system in Example 6. There, the 
fact that the rule in R can destroy redexes for -+, implies that even confluence is 
necessarily compromised. In order to preserve S, some syntactic conditions on the 
rewrite systems R and S can be determined that allow overlapping between the 
left-hand sides of the rules, but imply some constraints on their right-hand sides. 
Definition 9 (Preservation). Let R = {Ii + ri I 1 < i < n> and S = {Gj + Hj[Gj] 1 
1 < j < m>. R preseroes S if 
(i) Gj does not overlap Ii, 1 < j < m and 1 < i < n, and 
(ii) for each rule Ii + ri such that Ii overlaps the left-hand side Gj of an unfolding rule 
at a position u via a substitution C, the term (Gj[rilU)o is an instance of Gj. 
Example 7. In the TRS T = R u S, where 
R Ax, g(y, x)) + g(x> ~1, 
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R and S are not independent, but R preserves S. The left-hand side of the unfolding 
rule in S does not overlap the left-hand side of the rule in R. The left-hand side of the 
rule in R overlaps the left-hand side of the unfolding rule by obtaining the term 
f(g(a, g(y, a))) which rewrites intof(g(a, y)), which is an instance of the left-hand side 
of the unfolding rule. 
Preservation alone is not enough to prove w-confluence. We need to prevent 
situations like the following. 
Example 8. In the TRS T = R LJ S, where 
R preserves S, but there exist terms for which confluence is not guaranteed: 
The following definition characterizes suitable unfolding rules by guaranteeing the 
invariance of the context H[ ] with respect to the unfolding steps. 
Definition 10 (Invariant). An unfolding rule G + H[G] is invariant if the context 
H[ ] does not contain any variable already in Y’&(G). 
Proposition 5. Let T = R u S, where R = (li ~riIl~idn)andS=~Gj~Hj[Gj]I 
1 < j < m} such that R is canonical and S consists of invariant unfolding rules. If 
R preserves S, then -Pi, is locally confluent. 
Proof. We have to show that whenever t’ T,c t +T, t” at positions u and u’, respec- 
tively, then there exists a term q such that t’ GT, q *, c t”. Since R is canonical and 
‘SC is locally confluent by Lemma 2, we have only to consider the following cases: 
(i) t’ R,e t +R, t” such that one or both rewritings are not possible via dR only. 
The same reasoning as in the clause (i) in Proposition 4 applies, where preservation 
replaces independence. 
(ii) t can be rewritten via +R, and +s,. This case splits into the following subcases: 
(a) t Iu and tl,, are disjoint redexes. Straightforward. 
(b) The redex tj, contains the redex t IU,. By the preservation hypothesis we have 
only to consider the situation in which a redex tj,, for a rule li + ri is contained in 
a redex t 1” for an unfolding rule Gj --) Hj[Gj]. The other case reduces to independence 
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+lR, 1 SC 
tC(~jCGjlbCr~~‘ll t[((Hj[Gj])[ri])u”] by the preservation hypothesis 
and t[(Hj[Gj])~[ria’]] = t[((Hj[Gj])[ri])a”] by the invariance of the unfolding 
rules. The last rewriting on the left can consist of more than one application of 
+R, because Hj[Gj] can contain more than one subterm lia’. 0 
Lemma 3. Let a TRS T = R v S be dejined over a retractile I equipped with =c. Then 
+s, is o-conjluent. 
Proof. It follows from the definitions of the rewrite relation -+, and of the congru- 
ence relation =c. 0 
Proposition 6 (w-confluence). Let T = R v S, where R = {Ei + ri 1 1 < i < n} and 
S = {Gj + Hj[Gj] I 1 < j < m}. Zf T is uniform and +=, is locally confluent, then 
+r, is o+con@ent. 
Proof. Since T is uniform, we can restrict to structured fair derivations. Local 
confluence of +T, implies its confluence on the finite subderivations of structured fair 
derivations by Newman lemma [S]. Then, since +s, is o-confluent by Lemma 3, 
o-confluence of +r, follows. 0 
6. On rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity 
We extend our framework to rewriting modulo the equational theory given by the 
associative and commutative laws (AC laws) for a subset of the function symbols 9. 
First of all, this means that the notion of retraction has to be extended to deal with AC 
laws. 
Definition 11 (Retraction module AC). Let S be a set of unfolding rules over .Y. Y is 
retractile modulo AC by S if it is possible to define a decidable congruence relation, 
=e, such that for any terms tr, t2 E .F, tl =EtZ if and only if there exist t’, t” E Y’” 
such that t1 + SO/AC t’ =“c t” S,ACW c t2. 
The new notion of +T,, referred to as +T, from now on, it straightforwardly 
obtained by replacing =c with =E in Definition 5. Results in Section 4 are still valid 
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for this new rewrite relation. As far as results in Section 5 are concerned, the notion of 
independence is modified into AC-independence by replacing overlapping with AC- 
overlapping, where unification is AC-unification [S]. The same holds for the notion of 
preservation which is extended to AC-preservation, where the rewrite relation +RZ re- 
places +Re. Lemmas 2 and 3 still hold. The following propositions replace the 
corresponding ones in Section 5. 
Proposition 7. Let T = R u S, where R = {li + ri 1 1 < i < n} and S = { Gj + Hj[Gj] 1 
1 < j < m> such that R is canonical modulo AC, If R and S are AC-independent, then 
+rE is locally confluent modulo AC. 
Proposition 8. Let T = R u S, where R = {Ii + ri 1 1 < i $ n} and S = {Gj + Hj[Gj] 1 
1 < j < m} such that R is canonical modulo AC and S consists of invariant unfolding 
rules. If R AC-preserves S, then +r, is locally modulo AC. 
Proposition 9. Let T = R u S, where R = {li + ri 1 1 < i < n} and S = {Gj -+ Hj[Gj] 1 
1 <j < m}. If T is uniform and --+r, is locally confluent modulo AC, then +r, is 
w-confluent modulo AC. 
7. An application example 
We now show a rewrite system that can be considered representative of the class we 
intend to deal with. The signature that we present gives the syntax of a language of 
regular expressions. This is a subset of the language defined by a process algebra like 
CCS [16]. In particular, we consider expressions over a restricted set of actions 
Act = L u {z}, where L is the set of labels {a, b}, and z is the CCS unobservable action. 
The symbols nil and id denote two given constant CCS expressions. The syntax is as 
follows: 
E ::= nil 1 a-E I b-E 1 7-E I E+E I rec(id,E) I id 
It is possible to equip this language with several different semantic equivalences that 
express which terms can be considered to be equivalent with respect to a certain 
behaviour. Axiomatic presentations of several behavioural equivalences for CCS do 
exist in the literature, e.g. trace equivalence, branching bisimulation, observational 
congruence and testing equivalence. All these presentations differ only for the axioms 
for the unobservable action z. 
The rewrite rules give the semantics of the operators. In our case, R consists of rules 
expressing the behavioural semantics and S defines the operational semantics for the 
recursion operator. Note that the “ + ” operator is associative and commutative. The 
rewrite system R we present is a simplified version of the AC-canonical rewrite system 
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which characterizes branching bisimulation congruence [S]. As far as S is concerned, 
we deal with the semantics of the recursion operator only for two specific patterns. 
Note that the general axiom for recursion, ret X.E = E {ret X.E/X}, is actually an 
axiom schema. 
R x+x+x a*(z*(x + y) + x)+ a*(x + y) 
x + nil + x b-@-(x + y) + x)+ b*(x + y) 
a.z.x-+ a-x T.(Z.(X +.y) +x)+ z-(x + y) 
b.z.x+ b-x aa(7.x +x)+ U’X 
O*T*X-+ ‘t-x b.(z.x +x)+ b-x 
Ts(2.X + x)--t 7.x 
S rec(id,a-(id + b-nil))+ a-(rec( id,a-(id + b-nil)) + b-nil) 
rec(id,(a-id)+ b-nil)+@-rec(+,id,(a-id)+b.nil))+ b-nil 
The system T = R u S is nonterminating and nonleft-linear. R is canonical modulo 
AC [4]. S is non-AC-overlapping and top-terminating, since terms are finite and the 
rules in S push any ret occurrence at the topmost position to a deeper position in the 
terms. 
T is retractile modulo AC since a relation =E can be defined according to 
Definition 11: CCS terms can be expressed as systems of regular equations, thus it is 
possible to compute the unique canonical representative in the class of the terms 
which rewrite, modulo AC, to the same unfolded term in F m [3,11]. 
Proposition 10. +TE is top-terminating and o-converging. 
Proof. The canonicity of R implies that R is a terminating TRS, thus it is also 
top-terminating. S is top-terminating and infinitely many applications of the rules in 
S cannot generate infinitely many redexes for R at the topmost position, therefore T is 
top-terminating. Given a top-terminating TRS T, it follows from Definition 5 that the 
relation +r, is still top-terminating. Hence, -+, is w-converging by Proposition 1. 0 
R and S are AC-independent, thus +r, is locally confluent modulo AC by 
Proposition 7. 
Proposition 11. T is uniform. 
Proof. To show that T is uniform, we have to prove that each fair derivation can be 
split into two parts, the latter being made only of reductions with +s,. Given any 
term t E LT, a structured fair derivation is obtained by applying -+, only when no 
redexes for -+RE exist. This derivation is structured fair for some N > 0, since infinitely 
many applications of -+s, cannot generate infinitely many redexes for hR,, 0 
Thus, +r, is o-confluent modulo AC by Proposition 9. 
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Note that there exist terms for which rewriting by +S, is necessary to make 
a reduction to normal form possible, like in the following derivation: 
rec(id,(a-id) + b-nil) + b-nil 
-~~,(a-rec(id,(a.id) + b-nil)) + b-nil + b-nil 
-+RE(a-rec(id,(a-id) + banil)) + b-nil... 
Let us now briefly discuss what happens if we deal with the recursion operator in its 
full extent. In this case, R and S are not AC-independent any more, but R AC- 
preserves S since the AC-version of Definition 9 is satisfied, and the rules in S are 
invariant. Moreover, uniformity is not guaranteed any more, since it is possible to find 
recursive terms such that rewritings by +s, produce infinitely many redexes for the 
rule ~-T-X + p-x, where ,U E Act. For example, let us consider the term 
t = rec(id, z. (a. id + b - nil)), in which the body of a ret expression contains directly 
prefixed occurrences of id. After the first rewriting with +s,, any further application 
of an unfolding rule generates a new redex for the rule p - 7 - x + ,u - x in R, thus t does 
not admit a structured fair derivation leading to its limit. However, new rewrite rules 
can be added to prevent this situation and assure uniformity [l 1-J. 
8. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have presented an extension to the framework defined in [6] for 
a specific class of nonorthogonal rewrite systems. In doing this, we have been driven 
by the experience made dealing with the nonterminating rewrite relations related to 
the axiomatic presentation for behavioural semantics of process algebras [4,10,11]. 
The notions we have introduced, namely the retraction property of the supporting 
term algebra, the structured derivation, the independence, preservation and invari- 
ance conditions on the rewrite rules, appear to be much more natural in our theories 
than the left-linearity and the nonoverlapping requirements. On the other hand, the 
general framework defined in [6], namely the notions of o-converging, o-normal 
form, fair derivations as the only interesting derivations one has to look at, is very 
suitable to study for a notion of normal forms of recursive process algebra terms. 
Thus, the contribution of this paper has been to formalize and properly generalize the 
features of our theories in order to release the left-linearity condition and weaken the 
nonoverlapping requirement, while retaining the general framework. 
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